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THE VIDEO AR1
Photography's power lies in I

suggestion. Call it provoca-

tive restraint. What the

photograph doesn't show is

everything that might be.

Even something as elusive

as time past can be repre-

sented by absence in a

photograph-which is why

Roland Barthes linked the

silver image so tightly to

nostalgia. Video, hovering in

that hinterland between pho-

tography and cinema,

commands the suggestive

power of the former and the

narrative capacity of the latter.

Not since Renaissance

F OF SHIRIN I
painting-Bellini's Sacred

Allegoryor Bruegel's Parable

of the Blind Leading the

Blind-has there been a

medium better suited for

allegory. Delivered in looping

blasts, tightly structured and

lightly scripted, moving and

audible, art video has just

enough material to initiate a

story, and then open it up to

infinite interpretation.

Allegory is not merely a

question of form, but also of

content; it takes up subjects

of mythical stature-religion,

history, politics. Americans

in general are not terribly
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comfortable with mythical

stature; we prefer celebrity

and halls of fame. We per-

form little acts of diminution

for the sake of comfort: poli-

tics becomes "policy,"

religion is "the church." And

so the allegorical form has

languished in our own time

and place.

An expatriate Iranian living

in New York City, video artist

Shirin Neshat is only partly

American-she's lived here

since 1979, the year of the

Islamic revolution in Iran-

and she is comfortable with

big ideas and the language

of symbol. Her intense,

glamorous vision coupled

with earnest, straightfor-

wardness must make us

comfortable too. Over the

past four years, Neshat's

aggressive and allegorical

video projects have brought

a new security to the

foothold of video in the art

world. Shot on film and

video-projected cinema-

size onto the walls

(sometimes several walls) of

small, black-box screening

rooms, accompanied by irre-

sistible sound tracks-

Neshat's short (five- to fif-

teen-minute) videos are

about the life of passion in

the civilized world.

Passion in Neshat's vision

isn't limited to romantic pas-

sion (as in Fervor. It

includes the passion of grief

(Passage), of expression

and defiance (Pulse and

Turbulent), of insanity

(Possessed), emancipation

(Rapture), and displacement

(Soliloquj). Civilization, as

opposed to primal passion,

is represented here in one

of its most extreme forms,

that of Islamic orthodoxy.

Islam is ripe with ritual, sym-

bol, ordering systems, and

All stills from works by Shirin

Neshat. ABOVE: Turbulent,

1998. OPPOSITE: Rapture,

1999.
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unanswered questions-and lines of feminist Farsi poetry "wider interpretation." What man and woman who pass
it is more than just a curios- painted over her hands, she did to achieve that each other en route to a lec-
ity for Neshat, who never feet, face. The series was wider interpretation was to ture, at which they sit
lived in Iran under religious ' called "Women of Allah," begin working allegory- symmetrically but separately
rule and whose first trip and it focused on the idea making archetypes of her in the men's and women's
back home in 1990 shook of martyrdom. Neshat's | characters and giving them sections of the audience.
her out of a ten-year creative work has dramatically stories. The captivating , Though unable to see each
hibernation and inspired this evolved since then-"those video-diptych Fervor, shown other through the draped
remarkable body of work. photographs have nothing to i at the 2000 Whitney divider, they sense each

Neshat's first gallery do with who I am now," she Biennial, tells the story of a other's presence. The
show in 1993 was a collec- claims. She's abandoned.
tion of large-format paper for celluloid, and dis- Civilization, as opposed to primal
black-and-white portrait pho- covered a much more -L ! A

tographs, featuring Neshat sophisticated symbolic lan- pasion, ;$ represnieu Cin s1als
herself posing in a chador guage, one that realizes her work] in one of it$ most r
(the traditional floor-length ambition of being "ethnically
veil), handling a rifle, with specific" while allowing for forms, that of Islamic orthodoxy
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woman gets frustrated with

the didactic lecture, and

leaves; the man senses her

absence, and looks forlornly

back over his shoulder.

These ships passing in the

night seduce without ever

meeting, without exchanging

more than a single glance-

they don't even share the

same video frame. It's a

romance about destiny, one

that can only be understood

in such abstract terms.

The critic Arthur Danto

has characterized Neshat's

work as "an allegory of

obscure but inescapable

meaning." Her stories are

essential, and can be drawn

in broad strokes. In Pulse, a

woman sings a love song

along with her radio. The

radio seems to stand in for

the missing object of desire,

and yet the abandon the

woman demonstrates,

I crooning into her radio

speakers, is the bittersweet

abandon of solitude.

As Neshat's command of

suggestion, her provocative

restraint, has blossomed

and grown more subtle over

the last few years, it can

still be said that her work is

essentially about women

and Islam. "I'm not a femi-

nist," she has famously

insisted, then gone on to

explain, "I find that through
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the study of women, you screen, the women wrapped
get to the heart-the in black chadors flood the
truth-of the culture." In landscape, ululating and
general, society and biology moving with urgency over
put more restrictions on the parched desert toward
women and so women have the ocean. When they reach
to fight harder-they're the shore, they drag a row-
forced into active engage- boat with no oars out into
ment with the world. Her the water; some of the

women, whether standing 1 women climb aboard and
alone or in a group, are drift off into the horizon, the
archetypes of primal passion. others stay on the shore
Islam (often represented by watching the departure. The
men, or architecture) is the men, high up in their castle,
civilization that passion e wave good-bye.

engages. Watch the women, Neshat has described this
and you understand the powerful ending as a libera-
terms of the battle. ' tion (for the women in the

Neshat's unique bicultural boat) and a sacrifice (for the j
fluency radiates perhaps women who remain ashore).
most powerfully in her 1999 But, she says, "it's a film
video Rapture, and in her that should be seen like a
2001 collaboration with ballet, a piece of poetry, and
Philip Glass, Passage, which i not a complete story."
was shown last summer at Indeed, when Danto wrote i
the Lincoln Center Festival., about Rapture last year in
Rapture is the third of her The Nation, he found ele- i

dual-screen productions. On ments of Classical Greek
one screen, a large group of tragedy in the two groups, or
men mill through a fortified "choruses." He sees the
castle, falling in and out of women as the inverse of
formations, playing cards Homer's Trojan women-

and other games, setting up instead of hiding in secure
an elaborate banquet, and captivity inside the castle,
then finally climbing up to they run free outside it. He
the castle turrets, overlook- sees the Sea of Galilee in
ing the ocean, from which the time of Jesus. Someone
they watch the women. i else might see the men in
Meanwhile, on the other their military fortification as

OPPOSITE: Both images from i representing society, the
Fervor, 2000. world of the man-made:



buildings and warfare; artifi-

cial pastimes: banquets and

cards. The woman are

nature: in it and of it. It's

not conflict but co-existence,

separate byt inextricable.

Another interpretation might

see a phallus in the tall, for-

tified castle teeming with

THIS PAGE, TOP: Pulse

Series, 2001. BOTTOM:

Possessed, 2001. OPPOSITE:

Soliloquy Series (Figure in
Front of Steps), 1999.
PAGE 78: Passage, 2001.

men-a womb in the ocean,

the women on the shore

hovering between orgasm

and motherhood-the ulti-

mate abandonment. Rapture

"rises to a universal level of

humanistic allegory, making

it significant for us all,"

writes Danto. The potency of

her symbols and the

integrity of her visual poetry

make all interpretations-

Classical, sociological,

' aesthetic, Freudian-entirelyIi
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legitimate and also oddly

extraneous.

Watching a Shirin Neshat

film is a markedly physical

experience. These are con-

summate multimedia works:

the plot, its meaning, a

description, a production

still, are inadequate to

describe the experience of

being swallowed up into one

of the three darkened rooms

at the Barbara Gladstone

. gallery, where Neshat's

most recent films-

Passage, Possessed, and

Pulse-were shown on con-

tinuous, consecutive loops.

Close-up, large, and in

motion, Neshat's images

are velvety, almost glam-

orous. The color in these

latest works is so lush it

makes you hungry. The mes-

merizing tones of musical

collaborator Sussan

Deyhim's techno-Sufi-scat

ooze out the doorways of

Pulse or Possessed each

time someone steps behind

one of the heavy black cur-

tains, while Passage, the

highlight of the show, leaks

Philip Glass's equally, differ-

ently, mesmerizing music.

The climactic moment of

Passage brings together

three distinct groups: a

group of men who have

been carrying a shrouded

corpse in tight procession

over hills and along the

shoreline into the heart of a

desert landscape, where a

group of women have been

digging a grave, furiously

and mournfully, with their

bare hands. Off to one side,

a little girl hides behind a

pile of rocks, using pebbles

and twigs to build a make-
believe castle. As the men

-*-*- �'�-
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TRIBUTI
"I find that through the study
of women, you get to the heart-
the truth-of the culture."
approach, an enormous barri-

cade of bramble ignites,

articulating a half-circle of

flames that starts behind the

girl and encloses the men

and women. The burning cres-

cent suggests a cycle, but

doesn't finish it. It suggests a

narrative arc that begins, but

ends nowhere-open to infi-

nite interpretation.

There is something so con-

suming about these films: the

hypnotic music, seductive

images, trancelike repetition,

and the perpetually unfulfilled

promise of a story. They

seem almost like ingenious

commercials, calculated to

make you want something-

but there's no product here.

It's longing without object.

That's what makes Neshat's

work spiritual, primal. What

you're longing for is simply

more of this-this art that

pulls you far beyond your-

self-smoke and a burning

ember on a desert horizon. o

-Minna Proctor

CONTRIBUTOFS
EDWARD HOAGLAND has pub-
lished seventeen books. Two have

recently been reissued in paper-
back: Compass Points (Vintage)

and Notes from the Century
Before (Modern Library).

FREDERICK KAUFMAN's most

recent book, Manuel Alvarez
Bravo: Photographs and
Memories, was published by
Aperture in 1997.

SUSAN MORGAN is a writer who

lives in Los Angeles and
Edinburgh, Scotland. She is the
author of Edward Weston:
Portraits (Aperture, 1995) and

Martin Munkacsi (Aperture,
1993). A 1999 Ansel Adams
Research fellow at the Center for
Creative Photography in Tucson,

Morgan is currently at work on
Waking Up irn the 20th Century, a
cultural biography of Los Angeles
modernism.

CAROLE NAGGAR, a writer and
a painter, is cofounder and editor

of Pixelpress.org, a website
design company and on-line mag-
azine based in New York. She is
currently completing a biography
of British photo-grapher George
Rodger, a cofounder of Magnum

Photos.

REYNOLDS PRICE has just com-
pleted his twelfth novel, Noble
Norfleet, forthcoming in 'June
2002 from Scribner's.

MINNA PROCTOR is a cultural crit-
ic and literary translator. Her
award-winning translation from
Italian of the short stories of
Federigo Tozzi, Love in Vain (New
Directions) was published in the
spring of 2001,and she is current-
ly working on a nonfiction book
about the ministry.

MICHAEL L. SAND, formerly
Executive Editor at Aperture, is
now Executive Managing Editor
and Senior Acquisitions Editor at
Bulfinch Press/Little, Brown and
Company in Boston.

JANET STERNBURG's memoir,
Phantom Limb, will be published by
the University of Nebraska Press
in April 2002. Her previous books
include The Writer on Her Work.
Currently she is working on Discover-
ing Twin Ports, a book combining
her writing and photographs.

DIANA C. STOLL is the Editor at
Large of Aperture magazine.

RICHARD WHELAN, an indepen-
dent scholar, is the author of
biographies of Robert Capa and
Alfred Stieglitz. He is the
Consulting Curator of the Robert
Capa and Cornell Capa Archive at
the International Center of
Photography, in New York.

ERRATA Two people were misiden-
tified in Danny Lyon's article
"'Such Damnable Ghastliness': A
Visit to the United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum"
(Aperture 164, Summer 2001):
on p. 41, Rudolf Hess should
read Rudolf Hbss; on p. 35, the
film footage attributed in the text
to George Stevens Jr. was actually
taken by George Stevens Sr.
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